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In their famous monograph on generalized functions Gelfand and Shilov intro- 
duce the function spaces IV,,,, Wo, and IV”,. These spaces consist of P-functions 
and holomorphic functions, respectively, with growth behaviour specified by 
suitable convex functions M and Sz. In this paper we study the spaces WEX, where 
M” denotes Young’s dual function corresponding to M. We characterize the 
Hermite expansion coefficients of the functions in WE’, their Fourier transforms, 
Wigner distributions, and Bargmann transforms. In particular, we prove that 
IV:’ = IV, n WMx. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 

0. PRELIMINARIES AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

Let M denote a two times differentiable function on R+ with derivative 
m=M'. We assume that m(O)= M(0) =O, lim,,, m(x) = co and 
m'(x) > 0 for all x > 0; i.e., M is a convex function with monotonously 
increasing derivative m. We set 

(0.1) ,M"(.x)=Jfm+(r)df. 

Then we have Young’s inequality 

(0.2) XY G M(x) + M x (Y), 4 y 2 0, 

with equality if and only if y = m(x). We observe that M = M x x. 
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According to Gelfand and Shilov [ 1 l] the space WEx consists of all 
entire functions cp for which there are positive constants a, b, and C such 
that 

(0.3) ldx+b)l <CevC-Ma Ixl)+M”(b Ivl)l~ x+iyEC* 

In fact, in [ 111 the wider class of spaces W% is introduced where in (0.3) 
M” is replaced by a function Q with the same properties as M. It is proved 
in [ 111 that the Fourier transformation is a bijection from Wz into W,“%“. 
So spaces of type WE” are Fourier invariant. 

For M(x) = CLX”’ , f<cr< 1, we have M”(y)=(l -~)y”‘‘-*’ and WE’ 
equals the space Sz as introduced in [lo]. This paper contains four charac- 
terizations of the spaces WE’. Each characterization yields an extension of 
a known characterization for one (or all) of the spaces SE. We list these 
characterizations here. 

i. Characterization Based on Hermite Coefficients 

For n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . the n th Hermite function is defined as 

+n(x) = (n’/22”n!)-‘/2 (- l)ne1/2x2 $ ’ [e&l, 
( > 

The normalization constant is taken such that (II/, 1 n E N u (0) > con- 
stitutes an orthonormal basis in the Hilbert spaces L2(R). The Hermite 
functions are eigenfunctions of the differential operator - d2/dx2 + x2; we 
have 

(0.5) [-$+x2]l/ln=(2n+l)i.. 

The space S;, CI > 1, admits the following characterization: 

(0.6) YES; if and only if 3j.,0: (cp, $n)rz = O(exp( -An”‘“)). 

For a proof of this result we refer to [ 14,8]. In this paper we prove the 
following extension: 

(0.7) (PE wzx if and only if 3j.p0: (cp, vQnlL2 = o(exp( -MAn1’2))). 

ii. Characterization Based on the Fourier Transform 

Schwartz’s space Y of rapidly decreasing P-functions may be charac- 
terized as follows: 

(0.8) cp E Y if and only if cp is square integrable on R! with 
q(x) = cO(]xl -“) and (lFcp)(x) = 0(1x1 -“) as 1x1 + cc for all 
kEN(. 
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Here IF denotes the Fourier transform on L,(R). For a proof we refer to 
[12]. This characterization of Y inspired Bjorck, cf. [3], to introduce the 
spaces 9, which consist of C”-functions cp with the property that q(x) and 
([Fq)(x) admit the growth order Co(exp( -Lo( 1x1))) for all 2 > 0. Bjorck 
uses functions o satisfying o(x) B a log x + b for some a > 0, b > 0. Partly, 
the results in this paper also apply to these Bjorck spaces. 

Indeed, we show that under mild conditions on M we have the following 
characterization of IVEx : 

(0.9) (PE wEX if and only if cp is a square integrable function with 
v(x) = O(ev(-M~ 1.4))) and (b)(x) = Wev(-W I-4))) 
for some 2 > 0. 

On the basis of (0.9) it follows easily that WE’ = W,,, n W”“. Here the 
space W, consists of all Cm-functions q~ with the property that 

~a>O~IGN~B,>o : IP( dB,ev-Ma Ixl)), XER. 

Moreover, WMx consists of ail holomorphic functions cp with the property 
that 

3 v 3 b>O kcN Ak>O : I(x+t~)~dx+iy)l <A,exp(-M”(b lyl)), 

x + iy E @. 

The corresponding result, viz. S; = S, n S”, follows from [ 181, where it is 
proved that S{ = S, n Sp. 

iii. Characterization Bused on the Wigner Distribution 

The Wigner distribution plays a role in signal analysis as a tool for 
describing signals in time and frequency simultaneously; it is closely related 
to the radar ambiguity function. Also, it is closely related to harmonic 
analysis for the Heisenberg group. In this connection we mention [47, 16, 
203. 

The Wigner distribution VW(f) of a square integrable function f is 
defined by 

(0.10) Wx,.~;f)=~J~~e - +“f(x+ft)f (x-it>., x,y~R. 

It can easily be checked that VV(f) belongs to Lz(R2) n L,(R*). 
In [4], De Bruijn studies the Wigner distribution in connection with the 

space S1,2. ‘/* The Wigner distribution extends to the generalized function 
space corresponding to the test function space S:$. In particular, the 
Wigner distribution of any tempered distribution can be defined. Here we 
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analyse the Wigner distribution W(q) of the functions cp in WE’. We 
prove the characterization 

(0.11) 
(PE WEX if and only if 3 j,, 0 : VV(x, y; rp) = Co(exp( -M(1(x2 +y’)“‘))). 

iv. Characterization Based on the Bargmann Transform 

The BargmannSegal-Fock space B consists of all entire functions h 
with 

(0.12) llhll~ :=J’,; IW+iy)l ’ exp( - (x2 + y’)) dx dy < 00. 

The Bargmann transform Af off E L2(R) is defined by 

(0.13) (Af,(z)4‘ym exp( - 1/2(z2 + x2) + $ zx)f(x) dx, ZEC 

Thus we obtain a unitary operator A from L2(R) onto 9. In particular, we 
have 

(A$n)(z)=g, n=O, 1, . . . . (0.14) 

For generalities we refer to [l] where the Bargmann transform is exten- 
sively discussed, we refer to [2] where the Bargmann transform is 
employed for describing certain spaces of test functions and of generalized 
functions, and we refer to [ 171 and references therein, where the Bargmann 
transform serves as a tool for studying completeness properties of coherent 
states. 

In [2] Bargmann characterizes the space A(Y) = { Acp 1 cp E Y’} in terms 
of holomorphic functions with specific growth behaviour. Furthermore, in 
[IS, 171 it is shown that 

(0.15) ~ES$Z if and only if /(Acp)(z)l dCexp[djzj2], ZEQ for 
suitable constants C > 0 and d, 0 < d < 4. 

Here we prove the corresponding characterization 

(0.16) 
(PE WEX if and only if for some C > 0, 2 > 0, 

I( G Cev($ lz12-M~ lzl)), ,zE~. 

Throughout this paper we deal with the following class X of convex 
functions. 
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(0.17) DEFINITION. The class S consists of two times differentiable 
functions M, 

M(x) = s’ m(t) dt, x 3 0. 
0 

Here m denotes a nondecreasing concaue continuously differentiable 
function which satisfies the following conditions: 

(p,) m(O)=0 and m(t) + co as t -+ cc, 

(p2) m(t)/t decreases strictly to zero as t -+ co. 

For all ME X we have 

(0.18) a2M(x) d M(ctx) < LYM(x), CtE [O, 11, x20. 

Remark. Assumption (p2) is not very restrictive, since otherwise we end 
up with the space S$ or with a trivial space WE” (i.e., Wzx consists of 
the null function only). Cf. [lo, p. 227 ff]. 

Not all conditions on m are required in all statements of this paper. For 
reasons of transparent presentation we do not aim at the utmost generality 
of our results; in most cases one can find more general formulations of our 
theorems oneself. 

The plan of the paper is as follows. Let cp be a square integrable function 
for which there exists a constant ,I > 0 such that 

(a) dx) = O(ev( -WA 1x1))) and (b)(x) = (Vexp( -MA I4 ))). 

We show that the Wigner distribution VW(q) satisfies 

(b) M/(x, y; cp) = O(exp( -M(p(x’ + y’)“‘))) for some p > 0 depen- 
dent on 2. 

Next, starting from square integrable functions cp with Wigner distribution 
VW(q) satisfying the growth order (b), we characterize their Hermite coef- 
ficients (cp, $,)Lz, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . It turns out that 

(cl (cp, $,lL2 = O(ev( -Mvn ‘j2))) for some v > 0 dependent on cp. 

Finally, we show that a square integrable function with Hermite coef- 
ficients (cp, $n)L2, satisfying the growth order (c), belongs to the function 
space WE”. 

Since WE” c W, is a Fourier invariant space, each cp E Wzx satisfies 
(a). Thus the equivalences in parts i, ii, and iii follow. The equivalence in 
iv is shown by straightforward estimation. 

We conclude this introduction by mentioning some functional analytic 
consequences. 

For a self-adjoint operator J&’ in a Hilbert space X, the analyticity 
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domain P(d) consists of all UE nF= 1 D(d”) with the property that 
Ild”vlix< a&z! for certain constants a > 0, b > 0, dependent on u. For a 
positive self-adjoint operator d we have 

see [9]. 

D’“(d) = u e-‘.“(X); 
r>o 

Now, let 22 denote the self-adjoint operator of multiplication by x in 
L2(R) and let 9 = [F*S?IF, viz. 9 = i(d/dx). Then according to (0.5) and (0.7) 
we have 

(0.19) wzx = D”(M( (92 + 5?*)“*)). 

Further, as a consequence of Theorem 1.5 we can replace equivalence (0.9) 
by 

(0.9’) (PE WEX if and only if there exists A > 0 such that 

J‘ 

m 

exp(2Mlxl)) Idx)l* dx < ~0 -CL 

and 

5 
00 

expWM(lxl)) I(Q dx< ~0. -cc 

So in terms of analyticity domains we have 

(0.20) D”(M((9* + LF2)“‘)) = D”(M( 1.91)) n D”(M( ISl)). 

1. CHARACTERIZATION BASED ON THE WICNER DISTRIBUTION 

For convenience we introduce some notation. 

(1.1) DEFINITION. Let ME 2” and let A > 0. The collection VM,, consists 
of all square integrable functions cp for which 

and 

We set 

cp(x)=~(expC-W~ I-4)1) 

(QNx)=WexpC-M~ Ixl)l). 

vhf = u ~M,i.. 
i. > 0 
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The conditions on A4 imply that for each cp E %?,,,, the functions x H xk’p(x) 
and x H xk([fq)(x) are bounded on R for each k E N. So we have 9?,+, c Y. 

The next theorem deals with the growth behaviour of the Wigner 
distribution of functions in %M,l. 

(1.2) THEOREM. Let cp E%?~,~. Then for all x-c 42 

VW/(x, y; cp) = Cn(exp[ -2M(X(x2 + y’)“‘)]) 

and 

VV(x, y; hp) = o(exp[-2M(X(x2 +y2)li2)]). 

Prooj The conditions on A4 imply that for each p, 0 <p < A, the 
function 

(*I x - expCM(p 1x1 )I cpb) 

is square integrable. For all p, q > 0 we have 

(**) M(i(P + 4)) G GGJ) + M(q)). 

Now we proceed as follows: Let 0 <p < 1. Then we have 

SUP expC2Mb 1x1 )I IW(x, Y; cp)l 
(x. ;) c 822 

exp PMP ItI) Ill’ dt< ~0, 

where we have used the CauchyySchwarz inequality. 
Because of the relation 

(***) wcx, y; cp) = W( -y, x; b), 

cf. [4, Sect. 123, and the conditions on IFq we similarly get 

sup expW@ 114 )I lW(x, Y; CPM < ~0. 
(X.Y)E@ 
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Now let I< iA. Then we have 

sup exp C2Ml(lxl + lvl))l IWx, Y; cp)l 
(.X,Y)E@ 

d i sup (expC2M2X 1x1 II + expW@ IA )I I IWx, Y; CPM < ~0, (1. y) E 522 

because x~ exp[2M(xx)], x > 0, is a convex function. 
The assertions now follow from the inequality 

M(~(X2+y2)1’2)~M(~(Ixl + Ivl)) 

and relation (a**). 1 

Conversely, starting from growth conditions on the Wigner distribu- 
tion M/(x, y; cp) we can derive growth conditions on cp and [Frp. To this end, 
consider the following lemma. 

(1.3) LEMMA. Let cp be a square integrable function for which there exist 
positive constants K > 0, A > 0 such that 

I~@,Y; cp)l dKexpC-W~ Ixl)l 

and 

IW(x, Y; cp)l GKexpC-W~ Ivl)l. 

Then 

Proof. Let 0 < r < 1. Since the function x H exp[2M(Ar Ix\)], x 2 0, is 
convex we have 

expPM(~r I-4 +A(1 -r) IA)1 
d r exp[2M(il (xl )] + (1 -r) exp[2M(A Ivl)]. 

Hence 

lw(x, y;cp)I <KexpC--2M(rA 1x1 +(l -r)A Iyl)]. 

Further, since M(a + b) 2 M(a) + M(b), a, b 2 0, it follows that 

WG, Y; cp)l GKexpC-2MrA 1x1)1 expC-2W(1 -r)A Iyl)]. 
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According to [4, Sect. 121, 

Hence 

Icp(x)12G2KexpC-2M(r~ IN)1 i,l expC-2W(l -rV Iyl)l dy 

(1.4) THEOREM. Let rp be a square integrable function for which there 
exist constants K > 0. A > 0 such that 

IW(x, y; cp)l Q Kexp[ -2M(;1(x2 +Y’)“~)]. 

Then 

(Pi n qM,nr. 
O<rcl 

Proof: The assertion is an immediate consequence of the preceding 
lemma because of the inequality M(I1 1x1) < M(,I(x’ + y’)“‘), x, y E R. 1 

On the basis of Lemma (1.3) we have the following side result. 

(1.5) THEOREM. Let the function CP satis-v 

5 expWf(~ 1x1 )I Idx)l’ dx < 00 R 

and 

s ewWf(J IA)1 IPPKY)I~~Y< ~0. R 

Then 
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Proof. For x, y E IR we have 

IWx, Y; cp) expPM(~ 1x1 )I1 

expPM(J. ItI)] lq(t)l* dt d K< co, 

and similarly, since IA’(x, y; (p) = W( -y, x; Ecp), 

l~(x, Y; CPM expC2JW IA )I f K< a. 

Now the assertion follows from Lemma 1.3. 1 

2. CHARACTERIZATION BASED ON HERMITE COEFFICIENTS 

Let L, denote the nth Laguerre polynomial 

n=0,1,2 ).... 

The corresponding generating function is given by 

f z”L,(x)=(l-z))‘exp E . 
II=0 [ 1 

We mention the relation (cf. [13, 16, or 191) 

Wx, Y; ICI,)=2(-1)"expC-(~*+y*)lL,(2(x~+y*)), 

where $, denotes the nth Hermite function introduced in (0.4). For square 
integrable functions f and g we have Moyal’s formula (see [4, Sect. 141) 

IU &I* = JR2 w(x> Y; f)~(x, Y; g) dx dy; 

in particular, 
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Thus we have established a relation between the Hermite coefficients 
(f; $,,)Lz off and its Wigner distribution MY(f). 

(2.1) THEOREM. Let cp be a square integrable function with the property 
that for some 2 > 0 

sup exp[2M(l(x2 + y’)“‘)] IW(x; y; cp)( < 00. 
(r..v)tR2 

Then there exist I > 0, C > 0 such that 

I(cp, IclnJL21 d C evC -WXn”*)l 

Proof The series 

I;(z)= f zn I(% $J2? I4 < 1, 
n=O 

represents an analytic function. Consider the following computation: 

F(z) = f zn I(cp, vuL*12 
II=0 

1 r dr d8 

Now we have 

So we derive the formula 

Fck’(l-)= 5 n(n-l)...(n-k+ 1) I(q, Ic/,)L212 
n=k 

W(r, 8; q)Lk(r2) r dr do. 
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Clearly, for O< k6 1, 

We arrive at the following estimation 

2n cc ..l s !&‘(I-, 8; q~)L,(r’)r dr de. 
0 0 

By assumption there exists Co > 0 such that 

W(r, 0; cp)l < C,expC-2M(Ar)] 

Further, we have the following crude estimate 

lMr2)l 9,io (:) s. 

SO for O<p<A, a=A-p, we obtain 

(**) (-f)* jIn .$: W(r, 0; cp)L,(r’)r dr d0 

d 2nCo (~)k~o(k)~~~expl-2M(ir)lr2J+‘dr 

s 

oc 

X r exp[ -2M(ar)] dr. 
0 

Combining (*) and (**), we see that there is a constant C, > 0 such that 

I’(k+l)T(I-k+l) 

where 

Pj(P)=~$r2’expC-2M(pr)l=~~~exp[-2M(~r)+2jlogr]. , 
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We set 
A,(r, Y) = -M(w) + .v log r, r30, y>O. 

The function r H A,(r, y) assumes its unique maximum at the point r,(y) 
determined by 

(t) ~r,(y)mW,(.v)) =.v 

(recall that m = M’). The function ye r,(y), y 20, is increasing. 
Moreover, since m(t) < Kt, t 2 0, for some K> 0 and m(f) + cc as t -+ co, 
we see that 

(tt) r,(y) 2 (Y/KP*)“~. 

Differentiating (t) with respect to y we get for y>O 

1 
0 < rL( y) = _ r~b)r,(y)m’(w,(Y)) d 1 

wW,(.v)) m(v,(y)) wQr,(.v))’ 

so that by (tt) 

(ttt) $(.v) + 0 as y-+co. 

Now we assert that there are a > 0, A > 0 such that 

k kl 
j=. j IT pj(p)GA gPk(P), 

z(> 

k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 

Indeed we have 

j+ 1 P l(P) j P,(P) =,‘; expC2~,(r,(j), Al 6---I+ 
(r,(A)’ (j+ I)!’ 

So by (tt) we derive 

‘Pi(P) d 2Kp ~ 
2 Pj+ 1(P) 

j! (j-k l)!’ 

Thus the claim follows (the term with j = 0 is easily taken care of). There- 
fore, by (***), for some constant C, 

where ,u, = 2p/a. 
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Using that for some D > 0 

pPepP<T(p+ l)<D~~+‘~~e-~, P>O 

we gef 

T(Z-k+ 1) 
z-(1+ 1) 

P/&l) = =pC-Ww,,Wl 

<Dexp[(,--k+k)log(lk)-(L-k)-/log/ 

+ I+ 2k log r,,(k) - 2Wp, r,,(k)) 
I 

And hence, for some constant C, 

I(43 hL212 G cP2 o<k<l min exp [k log (‘$‘:‘) - 2M(p,r,,(k))]. 

For k, the largest integer between 0 and f such that 

I- k, 3 er;,(k,), 

we obtain 

I(cp, (cIl)L212 G CJ1” ev-2W~LIrp,(kl))l. 

To estimate k, we consider the equation 

4 + er:,(t) = 1, <ER, O<(<l. 

This equation has a unique solution tr, because rP, is an increasing 
function; see (t). Hence k,d ?jl< k,+ 1. Further, by (tt) 

1= Cl + erE,(CJ G Wd + eb$,(tJ 

so that 

r,,(4,) 2 (Ue + W)P2. 

By the mean value theorem, for some (3,~ R, k,< tI,< tr we have 

r,,(k,) = r,,(t,) + (k/r W;,(e,). 

So by (ttt) there exists a constant b >O such that r,,(k,) 3 b1’j2 for all 
IEN. 1 

409’152’2.6 
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3. CHARACTERIZATION BASED ON SPACES OF TYPE W 

Let (a,);==, be a sequence of complex numbers with the following 
growth behaviour: 

a, = 0(exp[ -M(n”2)]). 

In this section we show that the series C,“=, a,+,(z) represents a 
holomorphic function, which satisfies 

for some positive constants a, b, and C. 
Since M(x)/x + co as x + co, the growth conditions on the sequence 

(a,)zcO and the elementary estimate 

l$Jz)l < expCn”2 I4 + 4 1~1~1, n=o, 1,2, . . . 

imply that the series C,“=, a,$,,(~) converges uniformly on compacta in C. 
So it represents a holomorphic function q. 

It remains to determine the growth behaviour of cp. We employ Mehler’s 
formula in a form as suggested by Hille in [ 151, 

~~~~-“‘~i,(x+~~)~2=n~“2(l-e-2r)‘i’exp -x2tanhi+y2cothi . 1 
This formula yields the convenient separation of the variables x and y. 
In order to apply Mehler’s formula we need a relation between 
exp[ - M(n”‘)] and exp[ - tn], r > 0. This relation is given in the 
following lemma. 

(3.1) LEMMA. There exists a function YM which possesses the following 
properties: 

(a) v(y,o: swr.co,ll exp[-tq2- Y,(t)]=exp[-M(q)]. 

(b) 3 v K>O y>o : exp[ -M(q)] G K( 1 + q2) JA exp[ - tq2 - YM( t)] dt. 

(c) VP>0 : sup,, [O,l] evCp2/t- yu,(t)l = expCM” VP)]. 
Here M” denotes Young’s dual function of M. 

Proof First we construct the function Ym. We choose YM such that 
for each q > 0 the function t I-+ tq2 + Y,,,(t) has M(q) as its minimum value. 
If this minimum is attained at t = z(q) we have the relations 
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and 

q*w + Y&(q)) = M(q), q > 0. 

A straightforward analysis yields 

m(q) z(q) = - 2q ’ 
q > 0. 

Since t: q H m(q)/29 is strictly decreasing, the function r can be inverted. 
We set 5 = T+, so that 

Thus we obtain 

We observe that the function q-M(q)- iqm(q) is monotonously 
increasing. The functions 5 and r decrease and r(t) -+ co as t JO. We shall 
now directly verify that Y,,,, possesses the desired properties. We put 

v(P, 4) = q*r(P) + M(p) -tpm(p) = -i [ 1 1-s pm(p) + M(p). 

Differentiating v] with respect to p and setting the derivative equal to zero, 
we get 

V,(P,q)=t 1-s (m(p)-pm’(p))=O. 
( > 

(a) Since m is strictly concave, we have m(p) >pm’(p). So the 
function p ti V&I, q) attains a minimum at p = q. We get 

sup exp[-tq2- !FJf)] 
fECO,ll 

= sup expC -4’ - M(t(f)) + %(t)m(5(t))l 
rt co, 11 

= sup expC-4*r(p)-M(p)+~pm(p)l=expC-M(q)l. 
PCC5(1L~) 
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(b) Since m is concave, the function p H m(p) -pm’(p) is increasing. 
Now let us consider t( 1) < q - 1 dp < q. Then we have 

jy qp(s, q) ds 6 k Jqp (1 - $) (m(s) - sm’(s)) ds 
4 

~ m(s) - v’(q) 
2(q-1) . 

Since (m(q) - qm’(q))/2q -+ 0 as q -+ co there exists a constant K, > 0 such 
that for all q> t(l), (m(q)-qm’(q))/2(q- l)< -log K,. So we derive 

s 

1 

exp[-tq2+ Y,(t)]dt 
0 

=expl-M(q)l~~~~~-~~(p)exp[-j:rl,(s,q)d~]dp 

~KoexpC-Wq)l j:eI -I’d!. 

Now for p >, <( 1) we have 

-z’(p) = m(p) -pm’(p) 1 
2P2 

B+-=, 

where K, =m(Ql))-~(l)m’(~(l)). It follows that 

5 
Y 

-z’(p)dp& 
2q2’ 

425(l)+ 1, 
q-1 

whence 

s 

1 

exp[ -tq2 + YY,(t)] dt > ~KoKlq-2 exp[ -M(q) I. 
0 

(c) We introduce the function 

X(p,q)=~-~(q)+lqm(q), 
m(q) 

t(q)=- 
2q . 
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Differentiating with respect to q yields 

X,(P, 4)=[--g&j (m(q)-P’(q)). 

So x&p, q) = 0 if and only if m(q) = 2~. Since m(q) increases, the function 
qHX(q, p) reaches its maximum at q=m+(2p). We thus have 

sup exp [$- YN(I)] 
fE co,11 

= sup exp 
rErO.Il [ 

$ - M(Ut)) +; 4(tMl(t)) 1 
= SUP exp 

qE CS(lL~) [ 
&-“(Y)+fqm(q) =evCM”Vp)l. 1 

(We recall that x(p, m’(2p)) = 2pm+(2p) - M(m’(2p)) = M” (2p).) 1 

We arrive at the main theorem of this section. 

(3.2) THEOREM. Let ME X and let 1> 0. Consider a sequence (a,,)~=, 
with the property that for some C > 0, 

IanI d Cexp[-M(ln’/*)], n=0,1,2 ).... 

Then the series cp = xz=o a,$,, represents an element of WE’ with growth 
behaviour 

ldx+iy)l GA,expC-M(a Ixl)+M”(b Iyl)], x, y E R, 

where a = $ &! yl, b = a-‘, and A, > 0 a suitable constant. 

ProoJ We set M, : x H M(;lx). Then MA belongs to the class X. In the 
beginning of this section we already observe that cp is a holomorphic 
function. With the Holder inequality we get 

Idx+iy)l G f (n’+l) (a,1 “* f 
( ?I=0 > ( 

.=,jp-$j I% lvQn(x+ly)12)1’2 

dC, nzo(n2+ 1)-l 
( > 

u* 
expC-MAn”*)l I$&+ iy)12 , 
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where 

c,=c 
( 

f (n’+l) la,( . 
> 

112 

PI=0 

The remaining estimations are based on Lemma(3.1). 
There exists a constant Ki, > 0 such that for all x, y E [w 

n*+ 1))’ exp[-M(An1’2)] Ill/,(~+iy)(~ 

GK, f 
( 

i’exp[-nl- PM,(t)] dt) III/.(x+iy)12 
n=O 0 

=7-C ~ 1/2K 2. I 
; (1 -e-2’)-1/2 

xexp[-x2tanhit+y2coth$t-!P’,,(t)]dt. 

The latter integral is estimated by 

i!’ 
’ (1 -ePZr))“* dt { sup 

0 I 
exp[ -x2 tanh it- $YMi(t)]} 

teCO,ll 

. { sup exp[y2 coth it- iYMl(f)}. 
IE co.11 

Finally, since tanh it 2 y2t with y2 = tanh f, we get 

(*) Iq(x + iy)l <A, sup exp 
r~Co.11 [ 

; ( - l(YX $1’ - K4,(t))] 

. sup exp[f(f($)2- aMi(l) 
IE co,11 

By Lemma (3.la) we have 

SUP w-43 - t(rx $1’ - ~,+Jt))l= ewC - $M($ 1x1 JZII, 
fE ml1 

and by Lemma (3.1~) we have 

SUP exp[f(fv$)2- ~,dI))] 
fE co,11 

=exp[fMT (2’y~Ji)]=exp[~A4X (“:?)I. 1 
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4. CHARACTERIZATION BASED ON THE BARGMANN TRANSFORM 

In this section we prove the following theorem. 

(4.1) THEOREM. Let ME X. Then the Bargmann transform Arp of a 
square integrable fuction cp satisfies 

3 c,03p,o: I( dCexpC4 IA*-WP bl)l 

if and only if its Hermite coefficients (cp, $,)L2 satisfy 

3 o,031,0: I(cp, $JL21 GDexpC-M(~n”*)l. 

The proof of Theorem (4.1) is based on the series representation 

cf. (0.14), and the following two lemmas. 

(4.2) LEMMA. Let (a,):=, be a sequence with IanI d Cexp[ -M(ln’/*)] 
for some C > 0, A > 0. Then there are p > 0, D > 0 such that the /domorphic 
function 

satisfies 

WN GD ewCi IA2 - WP Izl )I. 

ProoJ Let 0 < 2, < 2 and let ZE @ with IzI > 1. A straightforward 
estimation yields 

Zn lFoanJl - < Ci., sup exp 
n! ncrm [ 

-M(L,n’!2)+~nlog lzl* 

1 1 
+Tn-jnlogn , 1 

where 

C,, = C f exp[ -M((;i- A,)n1’2)]. 
n=O 
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We set r = IzI and 

8(q, r) = -M(I,q) + $q2 log r* + iq2 - $4’ logq2. 

Then we have 

Differentiation with respect to q yields 

d,(q, f-1 = 4 [ -4 p+logr’-logq2 44 4) 1 . 
4 

Since ~(1, q)/q + 0 as q -+ co, the zeros of Oy lie in the interval [dr, r] for 
some 6 > 0. So f3(q, r) attains its maximum inside this interval. It is clear 
that 

iq2[log r2 -log q2] + $q2 Q $r2, 4 E Cdr, rl, 

and also that 

Thus it follows that 

(4.3) LEMMA. Let g be a holomorphic function with the property that 

I &)I d D expCt lzl 2 - Mb I4 )I 

for certain positive constants D > 0, p > 0. Then g(z) can be written as a 
series 

where 

Ia,1 d Cexp[ -M(in’/2)] 

for some C>O, A>O. 
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ProoJ By Cauchy’s formula 

-;;T-rdz <DC”exp ir’-M(p) 1 
for all r 3 1, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . In particular, for r = n”’ we get 

“< Dn-(1/2be(l/2)n exp[ 4,f(pn’/2)]m 
g- 

Because of the inequality n! 6 3n” + “‘e Pn it follows that 

IanI <D&z~‘~ exp[ -M(pn1/2)]. 

Consequently, for all A, 0 < A< p, there exists C > 0 such that 

JanI d Cexp[ -M(An”2)]. 1 
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